Across
1. Greek word for arrogance
3. A Central Meeting Place In Athens
10. Love of Wisdom
11. Flowery/beautified column
13. Greek soldier armor
16. Father of history
21. Student of Socrates (Idealistic)
22. Aftermath of the Trojan War
24. A ship rowed by 300 men
27. The 300 Spartans held the Persians for 3 days at the battle of?
31. Greek Defense Formation (Giant Porcupine)
33. Critical sophists created the Socratic method still used
35. Alliance of Greek city states against Persia
36. Greek and Persian cultures came out during the period of Alexander the great

Down
2. The man who created the Virtues of Moderation
4. Early Greek civilization
5. Helped spread Christianity through letters (Saint Who?)
6. Simple column
7. Persian religion that incorporates Christianity, Judaism and Islam
8. City States
9. Leader of Athens during the time after the Persian wars and before the Peloponnesian Wars
12. War of Athens and Sparta
13. Heir to the throne and conquers Persia (Alexandria)
14. Found the Minoan Civilization
15. The man who wrote the Iliad and Odyssey
16. A high point in Athens for their gods
17. Passage for getting messages across the empire used by the Persians
18. Originator of Christianity
19. Let Jews go back to their homeland
20. The Story of the Trojan War
21. The man who wrote the Iliad and Odyssey
22. The city that was burned down
23. The Great Empire with Aqueducts, Temples, Coliseums, and roads.